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Elements & 
Family Trees



Finny & Daddy, 1st day 
of 2nd grade, August 
2016



Child onlyBoth children and parents



Descendant onlyBoth ancestors and descendants



ChildParents of Finn

Grandparents

Great- 
Grandparents



When the rendering engine parses your HTML & CSS, 
it creates a document tree (the DOM)



How’s the document tree similar to a family tree? 

We use the same concepts & terms…  

» children and/or parents 
» ancestors and/or descendants 
» siblings 
» parents or grandparents or great-grandparents or … 
» all at the same time! 

But there are diûerences too!



How’s the document tree diûerent from a family tree? 

With the document tree 

» There’s only ever 1 parent 
» We only care about certain relationships: children, 

siblings, & descendants







Siblings all share the same parent



 Siblings have the same colors 



What about descendants?



Some elements are parents, some 
are children, & some are both



Boxes



All* HTML elements inside <body> generate boxes 
when they are rendered

* OK, almost all, since some don’t (e.g., <br>)



Boxes inside boxes inside boxes…



There are several kinds of boxes, but let’s look at 2 
that are very common: 

» Block 
» Inline



Block-Level Boxes



Block-level boxes… 

» line up vertically, or stack, relative to parents & 
siblings 

» 100% of the width of their container (e.g., <body> or 
<div>)*

* OK, some block-level boxes are not 100%, but we’ll get into that later



Some elements that are block boxes (by default): 

» <p> 
» <ul> 
» <li>

» <video>

» <h1>–<h6> 
» <div> (more on that later in the course)



Block layout means that boxes are vertically adjacent



Block-level children stacked inside block-level parents use 
block layout







Inline-Level Boxes



Inline boxes… 

» are only as wide as their content 
» break horizontally across lines when they are too 

wide to fit their containers, but are still one box



Inline boxes break across lines, 
but are still 1 box



All boxes are inline by default 

However, all web browsers come with a default CSS 
file that specifies that certain elements, when 
rendered, … 

» are block 
» have specific margins & borders 
» & much more! 

Web developers can supply their own CSS files too



Some elements that generate inline boxes: 

» <i> & <em> 
» <b> & <strong> 
» <a>

» <q>

» <small> 
» <span> (more on that later in the course)





Thank you! 
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Changelog 

2023-03-02 1.5: Minor wording changes; 



Changelog 

2022-09-27 1.4: Changed theme to Granneman 1.7; 
fixed minor errors; changed family tree so it’s clearer; 
added citations; better screenshots for Block-Level 
Boxes; added color squares next to hexadecimal values  

2020-07-21 1.3: inline is the initial value for all boxes, 
not the default value



Changelog 

2020-07-12 1.2: Changed or updated all screenshots 
under Elements & Family Trees 

2018-10-01 1.1: Updated theme to Granneman 1.5; 
small wording changes 

2017-11-01 1.0: Created slide deck on 2016-09-16; 
finalized slides
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